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As the results of the 2004 Presidential election continued
to trickle in from polling stations across the nation, many
Americans began to realize that a long and sometimes
bitter Presidential campaign was coming to an end.
After months of mudslinging by each candidate, people
across the U.S. sat in their living rooms watching
impatiently to view the "final" results. Although not every
ballot has been counted, John Kerry delivered his
concession speech to a dejected and melancholic crowd full
of loyal supporters. But it was Kerry that delivered the
message that has captivated Republicans, Democrats and
every American to move forward from what could be
considered the hardest Presidential race in recent years.
His message was one of unity among every citizen. He
focused on American compassion, unified visions, and
hopes of a strong nation.
But despite Kerry's powerful message, labels and
divisions still define our country. In high schools there are
the "in" group, the computer geeks, the jocks, the preppies,
the hippies, and the druggies. As we get to college the
divisions stay the same, but politics enter the game.
If you search "U.S. political parties" on Yahoo, more than
30 results are revealed. There are the Republicans, Democrats,
Independents, Libertarians, the Green Party, the Reform Party,
and even the Socialist party U.S.A. There are merciless battles
between abortion rights groups, anti-consumerism groups,
social classes, and gay-rights groups.
We base our interaction with people based these divisions
and these groups that we belong to. Everyday students on this
campus separate themselves according to political ideology,
lifestyle, or religious beliefs.
For everyone to move on from here, we should listen to
John Kerry.
"In the days ahead, we must find common cause," Kerry
said. "We must join in common effort, without remorse or
recrimination, without anger or rancor. America is in need of
unity and longing for a larger measure of compassion."
It is this compassion for each American that must unite us in
our battles with each other. Whether we are straight, gay,
black, white, Pro-Choice or Pro-Life; we must move past the
bitter arguments, the name-calling, and the segregation if our
wonderful nation is to become stronger.
The Spectator Editorial Board consists of Trisha Leonard,
Amy Daybert and Kevin Curley. Signed commentaries re-
flect THE OPINIONS OF THE AUTHORS AND NOT NECESSARILY THOSE
of The Spectator, Seattle University or its student body.




Dear Sir or Madam,
For the past four years, we
have been bombarded by head-
line of cycles and spirals of vio-
lence in Israel/Palestine without
any substantial explanation of
how the violence has come
about.
Rather, it is usually hidden
behind words that do nothing
but mask the real suffering en-
dured by the Palestinians for so
long as Ben Murane's letter
clearly showed. It is becoming
increasingly difficult that it is
almost impossible to find any
news itemportraying the Pales-
tinians as a real people or their
land as such.
But who are the Palestinians?
They are a brave people forced
out of the land they farmed and
owned for centuries by a white
Europeans in the 19405. Their
rights have been trampled upon,
their lives deemed worthless,
and their history denied. For
over half a century, they have
refused to live under occupation
and have their lands stolen to
build houses for Jews and Jews
only.
They have been fighting a
long and honorable fight for
their rights to liberty and the
pursuit of happiness. While we
may decry some of the tactics
used by certain extreme ele-
ments of the Palestinians'
movement for liberation, that in
no way should cloud our view
of the validity of the Palestin-
ian cause.
These days, all sorts of people
feel that they have a right to lec-
ture the Palestinians that the
leader they elected is not good
enough for them to talk to.
How dare anyone think so
lowly of a whole population as
to tell them whom to elect. No
one tells the French, Chinese,
Mexicans, Brazilians, or any
other people which leader to
elect because all people are able
to decide for their own.
So why? Why is such racism
reserved only towards the Pal-
estinians? They do not want to
deal with Arafat (and I admit
that he has made some great
mistakes in his life that cost his
people greatly), but what about
Ariel Sharon? The man is re-
sponsible for the death of thou-
sands upon thousands of inno-
cent civilians.
In just a few months in 1982
when Israel invaded Lebanon,
(an occupation Sharon planed
and executed), twenty thousand
people were killed, 90 percent
of whom were civilians; how-
ever, we are being told nowa-
days by our president that
Sharon is "a man of peace."
The Palestinians are being
asked to deal with a man they
could not possibly hate and de-
spise more, and they did be-
cause they believe in the possi-
bility of peace.
Some people in Israel also be-
lieve in the possibility ofpeace;
Mr. Burg who was on campus
few days ago is an example, and
one day all of the people in Is-
rael will come to realize, just
like the majority of the Pales-
tinians have, that peace with
justice is the only gateway for
a bright future.
More and more people from
both sides are coming together
to find a just solution, and
though they are facing tremen-
dous difficulties, they are not
going to give up.
It is up to us here in this coun-
try, whose government has
great influence in the Middle
East, to come together and tell
out government that peace and
only true peace is what every
one want, so that we could help
the Palestinians and the Israe-
lis to stand side by side and
work together for a great and
glorious future and teach the
world a lesson in the power of
Peace.
Zaher Hulays - President Stu-
dent for Peace and Justice in
Palestine at Seattle University
STUDENTS SHOULD
TAKE STEPS TO SE-
CURE THEIR VEHICLES
Dear Editor,
In regards to the article "Lack
of security worries students," I
have to wonder: for those who
want "at least one or two offic-
ers monitoring each parking/lot
garage on a permanent basis"
how many want to pay for it?
By my math, paying student
workers the lowest wage pos-
sible, having one security of-
ficer in each of the three major
lots/garages at all times would
cost the school about $547 per
24-hour day (since the lots are
used 24/7), $3,830 per week,
and about $38,304 per 10-week
quarter, not including other
worker-related expenses (cor-
rect me if I'm wrong).
If you want two people per
lot/garage, double the figures.
(Or, off-dutypolice officers can
be hired for about $40 per
hour).
While I agree that the school
should not be selling my $174
spot to a visitor for $5, I RE-
ALLY don't want my spot be-
ing sold for $5 if I have to pay
the current fee plus the addi-
tionalbucks for all the security
(and as a part timePublic Safety
officer myself, no, we aren't in-
terested in guarding yourcar for
free...especially at 6am).
For those worried about
break-ins, follow some basic
tips: store all CD players,
purses, cell phones, CDs,
DVDs, and other items in your
trunk, or out of view under a
seat.
Lock your vehicle, and if you
have a vehicle that is of special
interest to a thief, put a stain-
less steal lock on your break
(much better than the "club").
You live in Seattle, and you
need to learn to secure your
own property.
While SU is a mere two
blocks from the nearest SPD
precinct, Public Safety is on
call 24 hours a day, and while
no one should have theirprop-
erty damaged/taken, there's
just no way to guarantee the
safety of your vehicle in the
middle of a major city.
It's your car, and you need to





I excerpted the following from
the article byKu'uwehi Hiraishi:
America was perceived as a
"savior "for helping remove the
Serbs in Bosnia, after the
Bosnian War and during the
Kosovo conflict, said van
Hattum. In Syria, however,
America was seen as an "occu-
pier and oppressorfor coming in
and meddling with what's al-
ready there," said van Hattum.
I am someone whose ancesters
were Serbs from Bosnia and find
it perplexing that somany people
don't know that Serbs did not
come from elsewhere to 'invade'
Bosnia in the 19905.
They were already there for
centuries, and prior to the
'Bosnian War' owned 70% ofthe
land in Bosnia, for the simple
reason that most of the farmers
inBosnia were Serbs. I have vis-
ited Bosnia a few times, prior to
and after the war and know its
history well.
I have also been to Kosovo,
and again would inform you that
the Serbs have lived in Kosovo
for centuries. Some of the most
magnificent Christian holy
places, from the early centuries,
were and are part of theKosovo
landscape.
Therefore, the second sentence
above (in italics) is quite apro-
pos to the Serbs in Bosnia and
Kosovo, i.e. America (and its al-
lies) were/are seen as occupiers
and oppressors for coming in and
meddling with what's already
there.
The first sentence (in italics)
does not apply, because when
you remove people from their
ancestral homes, you are indeed
an occupier and oppressor of the
worst kind.
I would urge the students to
learn more about the historiesof
Bosnia and Kosovo, so that they
can have a more accurate picture
of chronological and current
events.
There is so muchto be learned,
and students should go beyond
the mainstream media if they
care to be well informed.
For starters, may I suggest a
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G.W. Bush portrays strong moral backbone
Shea Ladines
Guest Columnist
Like millions of other Americans, I
watched the campaign trail with inter-
est for the past six months.
I get a sinking feeling that this elec-
tion is being fought with dirtypolitics,
a depth to which we have never seen
before.
In spite of thenegative campaigns, it
amazes me how many people are actu-
ally voting this year.
Finally, people are involved in the po-
litical process thatdictates our lives and
distinguishes us as a democracy. Yet it
is still very disheartening to see the
same dirty politics going on.
As a nation we believe that everyone
has a voice and that voice is our vote.
No vote, no voice.
Yet in this election people seem to
want to find loopholes and weaknesses
in our system to disenfranchise entire
voting blocks in an effort to subvert the
It is a far cry from democracy when
democrats feel that theonly way to win
an election is to intimidate the Republican voters. It seems
that the Democrats don't believe they can win by being hon-
est.
In one county of the swing stateof Ohio, Democrats regis-
tered new voters in unbelievable numbers.
In fact, the Democrats were so successful that their num-
ber ofnewly registered voters in Franklin county, Ohio ex-
ceeded the entire population of that county - unbelievable!
Also in Ohio, Republican voters reported tires being
slashed, missing absentee ballots and a host of other poten-
tially fraudulent activities. And the example ofdisingenuous
activism goes on and on.
But as our nation sits anxiously in front of their television
sets, we do see hope. The resolve of the American people
and our desire to participate in our democracy is far stron-
ger than the intimidation of political activists and extrem-
ists.
In fact, reports ofpartisan shenanigans has only strength-
ened our resolve and sent more voters to the poll, deter-
mined to prove that our democratic system continues to serve
us well. And as Bush continues to take state after state, I let
out a sigh of relief.
This presidential race is marked with many issues that
many people have very strong emotions about. To many re-
publicans a strong moral character is an essential character-
istic of a strong leader.
Kerry has been unable to portray a strong moral back-
bone. In fact, Kerry's belief system appears to be rooted in
whatever seems politically correct
at the time. As you can see by the
way the nation is voting they do
not want a president who actually
takes a poll on what he should do
and say.
The voting has demonstrated
that we do not want France and
Germany to determine whether or
not we should go to war - espe-
cially during a time of a national
emergency.
We need a president who is will-
ing to act, not just sit around and
let another 9/11 happen.
We had three years - that accord-
ing to Bin Laden - should have had
our streets filled with blood as the
terrorists threatened to unleash
their waves of destruction.
This prediction has not come true
because Bush has actively sought
these terrorists out and brought
them to justice.
Admittedly, our war efforts in
Iraq have not gone as smoothly as
planned.
But the good news is that we are
fighting the war on terrorism on
foreign soil, not in the backyards ofour hometownsand com-
munities.
Bush is dismantling the once powerful Al-Qaeda terrorist
network to the point that the only thing Bin Laden can do is
smuggle in tapes from a remote cave in the mountains of
lanistan!sh is our best option at this time to stop terrorism. Luck-t this country, it appears that the majority ofAmeri-till believes the same thing.
Shea Ladines is a junior political science major. She is a
currentmember of the SU Debate Team. Sendfeedback
and comments to Shea at ladiness@seattleu.edu
Democratic Party in need of serious reforms
Julian Hunt
Guest Columnist
Looking at a split screen image of John Kerry and
George W. Bush on CNN, one is faced with the surfac-
ing reality of what has come to be called the
"Republicrat."
Although it's certainly true Green Party candidate
Ralph Nader can't be blamed for Kerry's defeat this
year, let the blaming begin, nevertheless.
Is the Democratic Party too out of touch with the
Midwest and the South? Is the Zeitgeist of the country
becoming more conservative? The rise of figures like
Ann Coulter would suggest so. Or is it possible that
the two party system is failing liberals and conserva-
tives alike?
Let's look at some stats. There are approximately 63
million registered Democrats in the United States, and
47 million registered Republicans, with 32 million reg-
istered as independents or with minority parties.
So then, with the number of people registered as
Democrats clearly higher than the number of registered
Republicans, why has there been only one Democrat
president, who served in office for 8 years, over the
past 20 years of presidents? When was the last time
the Democrats had control of the House or the Senate?
Something doesn't add up.
There are any number of complex answers to these
logistical questions, including, of course, the fact that
over 50 percent of undecided or independent voters sup-
ported Bush. Which leads to the question: What is the
Democratic Party doing wrong?
The problem is that people, especially independents
this year, were faced with little or no choice. This year's
election was the clearest instance of a duopoly, or a
two party system, at its zenith. And a duopoly almost
always favors incumbency.
On the other hand, a two party system is said to pro-
duce more stability in government, ensuring that the
race is between the two most popular candidates, and
that the winner will have at least forty percent of the
vote, thus gaining legitimacy for rule.
Also, a two party system is said to discourage revo-
lutions, civil wars, and coups.
And how is the Democratic Party becoming weak if
not by transforming itself into a donkey suffering with
a severe case of Elephantitis?
One example of the Democratic Party becoming more
prone to decay is that they've assimilated many of the
Republican Party's platforms: namely, the focus on
"getting the terrorists," and "keeping the homeland
safe" and "reconstructing Iraq" as a miniatureAmerica.
In effect, many Americans have been forced to en-
gage in what's known as tactical voting, or voting for
a candidate who is not their first choice.
Somehow, I refuse to believe that this country is be-
coming more conservative, especially when more
young people than ever came out to vote. Instead, I
believe the Democratic Party is in need of serious re-
form and more importantly, distinguish itself as a real
opposition party. There is simply no way that a party
of Republicrats can survive in a two party system.
Julian Hunt is a junior journalism major. Sendfeedback




Televisions illuminated homes, community center gatherings,
andparties as theworld watchedthe leaderofthe free worldwinre-
election. Some celebrated andotherssat mystifiedand disappointed
as they watchedBush's electoral votesslowly stack aboveKerry's.
One thing is for sure now, and that is thatBush won a second term,
fair and square.
It was interesting to me, then, to see thereactions ofother people
as they watched Bush win another term in office. It was in many
cases confusion, as ifto say, "Wheredidall these Republicans come
from?"This election was an opportunity for eachAmerican to voice
theiropinion. In doing that, it served as an inadvertent wake up call
to how politically divided the nation is currently.
I wrote an opinion article a few weeks ago saying that I thought
regardless ofwhere a college campus may be located geographi-
cally, it does not necessarily determine the political direction the
studentsmay lean. While this may be true ofcollege campuses, as
thereare many examples that prove it to be so, after the election, I
thinkAmericans havea lotto learnabout each other relative to their
location.
The Northwest is its ownculture inand of itself, and a liberal one
at that. Step outside the Northwestbubble, and travel south or east
and it can feel like going to a different country.
An interesting point was made on ABC News as the votes were
being counted. In apoll around the nation, moral values were rated
asmost importanttoAmericans ina leaderoverstances concerning
the war in Iraq and the economy. Many people in the Northwest
wouldnot agree withthat, inmy opinion. However, the majority of
Americans did not vote for Kerry, as we in the Northwest did, so
obviously there is a discrepancy between regions and cultures in
America.
Kerry pointed out in his concession speech thatAmericans must
come together and bridge the differencesbetween us all. Regard-
less ofwho won, in the end we are all Americans, which, as he
pointed out, is a great privilege. But it is hard to deny what was
made so obvious in this election: ifKerry were to fly from one
coast to the other, he would not pass a single state in between that
he won. There is a multitudeof people representing different cul-
tures and opinions that divide theregions ofAmerica, to which the
general population is less than aware of.
Katie Musselman is a junior journalism major. Send
feedback and comments to Katie at musseltna@seattleu.edu
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Politics and pancakes unite election hopefuls
Abi Salmon
Guest Writer
China plates sticky with syrup and half-empty cups ofhot
chocolate intermingled with red, white and blue streamers
and balloons around groups of students on the evening of
Election Day.
The turnout was high at the "Voting with Pancakes" event
on Tuesday evening. Students filtered in and out ofthe dimly-
lit Leßoux Room in the Student Centeras they focused on the
televised election returns coming in from across the country.
Some looked somber as they stared at the big screen and
chatted with friends and some glanced up occasionally from
their laptops and textbooks. Cheers erupted as states turned
from a drab yellow to bright red or blue with each predic-
tion.
The evening was presented as an academic salon with sup-
port from SEAC and ASSU. Dr. Mara Adelman, directorof
Academic Day and Salons, said that this is the first national
election formany students and she wanted it to be memorable.
"For students, this is a combination ofcommunity andciti-
zenship, of serious and fun," she said.
Adelman said there was a steady flow of more than 200
people coming and going. Senior journalism major and salon
coordinatorKim Ervin said the event was hugely successful.
"This is an engaging subject, but there are a lot ofelection
festivities going on, she said. We never really
know how many people are going to attend the
salons."
Two small televisions were kept on local news
stations and the projection big screen stayed
mostly on CNN. After some requests, students
also tuned in to Comedy Central's "The Daily
Show. Election Night 2004" for about an hour.
Junior political science majorAmelia Doty, a
resident advisor on the fourth floor ofBellarmine
Hall, brought a group ofstudents. She said resi-
dent advisors choose events on campus that they
feel are important and encourage students to at-
"The most exciting part of this is that a lot of
people are here and that people are interested in
what's going on," she said. "It's good that people
can come together, regardless of their political
beliefs, and watch the elections and engage in a
dialogue about them."
Many students said they came because they
were interested in how the election was turning
out and also because of the free food. Pancakes and bacon
were servedup with cups ofhot apple cider and hot chocolate.
"The food was delish," saidAaron Yoon, freshman finance
and political science major. "It was a great promotion of this
Jesus Castaneda, sophomore pre-major, said he came partly
for the food and also to see if there was a large group of
Democrats or Republicans on campus.
"This brings people together so they can talk politics, make
friends, socialize more, and build more ofa community," he
Ervin said that there were many activities planned for the
evening, including games, mock interviews, and a soapbox-
style forum if students felt compelled to talk. However, they
ended up only playing one game oftrivia to give away some
door prizes.
"I think people are really enjoying being here together,"
Adelman said. "Changes in the mood of the event make it
feel orchestrated. The elections are carrying the evening."
Yoon said the numbers from some big states were coming
in during the trivia game.
"All of our attention was on that," he said. "This is the
most important election of our lives."
Yoon said that the party atmosphere of the evening made
it more enjoyable. He wore a John Kerry mask for part of the
night, waving and shaking hands with students.
At the beginning of the school year, students were encour-
aged to register to vote through the Ironing Board Brigade
and this was a celebration of that work, Ervin said.
"Our goal for this year was to try to get SU to be 100 per-
cent voter-registered," she said.
The Ironing Board Brigade was a three-day voter-registra-
tion drive in October. Historically, ironing boards have been
used as cheap and portable tables during efforts to lobby,
protest, and register new voters, Adelman
said.
She said over 168 people registered to
vote with the Ironing Board Brigade and
40 registered on Academic Day. Adelman
said she wanted to make theelections more
visible on campus.
"I don't think we have been very politi-
cal as a campus. I'd like to see more cam-
paign signs, protests and activism," she
said.
Jordan Sidebottom, junior nursing ma-
jor, said that activities like "Voting with
Pancakes" give people the opportunity to
take a political part in their country and
hang out with their friends. She said she
thinks the salons are incredible because, as
a nursing student, she tends to only focus
on what's going on in health care and medi-
cine.
"I like how [the salons] bring really ta-
boo subjects out in the open and allow stu-
dents to discuss the issues with each other,"
she said.
Yoon said he enjoyed the excitement,
energy, and discussions he was involved
in throughout the evening.
"It's good to compare and contrast and
get other's opinions on issues," he said. "I
like to see why people are voting and
what's important to them."
Photos by Joe Anchondo
Mara Adelman, associate professor of communi-
cations and director of Academic Salons, explains
the purpose of "Voting with Pancakes" to the King
5 News.
Anxious students colored the states blue
and red as each state's electoral votes
were counted and made official.
Adam Haun, junior psychology major,
eats some pancakes while he watches
the presidential election unfold.
Sorry, Kerry fans...
The people have spo-
ken through the elec-
toral college and the
popular vote, and our
president will con-
tinue to be GeorgeW.
Bush. It was a close






his defeat. Bush sup-
porters were over-
joyed and a little re-
lieved, while Kerry
supporters, such as
the ones who erected
this five-window











packed full with anxious
Democratic voters Tuesday
night. The Democratic
Election party was held here
not only to support Sen.
John Kerry in his run for
presidency, but also those
running for Washington
state political positions.
Although the night was
somber, occasional out-
bursts of cheer could be
heard as Kerry crept closer
to President Bush in the
electoral race.
The relaxing, dimly lit at-
mosphere and live band
tried to keep everyone's
spirits up, and Seattle attor-
ney Eric Lesser did his best to remain positive amidst
the nights' disappointing numbers.
"Currently Bush is ahead, but we are tryingto keep
the faith and in the end, theAmerican people will see
the truth."
Unfortunately, "the truth" remained unseen, as
Kerry's voter turnout was less than expected. The
exit polls showed thatKerry was set to win many key
swing states including Ohio, yet Bush managed to
take not only Ohio, but the entire southern, Midwest-
ern, and mountain states.
Millions of young people were expected to vote
this year, as a record number ofAmericans registered
through campaigns such as Rock the Vote and
MoveOn.org. Most people under the age of 30 were
in agreement with Kerry's views on the war and the
state of our economy. Jennifer Zook of Seattle was
also confident that the turnout would be high.
"The voune rjeorjle are finallv taking on Ftheirl re-
■ibility and saying 'this is friy future, I need tote!'"
Don Briscoe of Seattle also agreed. He felt that
the young people were ready to "move the country
forward with Democrats." He believes that young
people were going to be voting in such massive num-
bers because "they understand the implications ofthe
economy, jobs, social security and all those things
that mean a lot to their futures."
These votes were assumed to give Kerry a slight
epast Bush making him the 44th President, yetwere immediately presumed to be the source of
ownfall. In fact, the Associated Press revealed
that exit polls reported that "only one out of seven
voters was between the ages of 18 and 29."
Although things did not turn out the way the Demo-
crats had hoped for Sen. Kerry, Wash. State Senator
Patty Murray helped the crowd regain momentum as
she was re-elected for her third term.
"This is such an exciting responsibility
"■" you've given me," she said as she joined
her six siblings and their families on stage.
"It is our responsibility as adults to make
sure we have passed on a better generation
to those behind us."
Murray defeated Republican George
Nethercutt, nicknamed the "Giant-Killer,"
55 percent to 42 percent. Nethercutt was
confident that he would defeat Murray, as
he defeated former U.S. Representative
majority leaderTom Foley back in 1994.
In one of the most heated Representative
battles in the country, Democratic nominee
Dave Ross, who hosted a talk-radio show
on KIRO 710 a.m., trailed King County
Sheriff and Republican candidate Dave
Reichert in a 46 percent to 51 percent de-
feat. Reichert rose to prominence as the lead
detective in the prosecution ofGreen River
Killer Gary Ridgeway.
While suffering more losses than victo-
ries, the Democratic Election party re-
mained enthusiastic, yet humble. Everyone
was able to unite for a common cause, and
will continue to use their strengths to elimi-
nate weakness in order to come back even
Photo byWilliam Hurd
Surrounded by family and well-wishers at the Westin
Hotel on election night, Senator Patty Murray, D-Wash.,
gives her celebration speech after the AP announced
that she would retain her seat in the Senate.
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LAW SCHOOLfljfl
Secrets to Ist1st Year Success
Your first year law school grades can
make or break your career prospects!
At this FREE EVENT, get insider tips on how to succeed.
Join nationally-recognized legal scholar, former dean and
law professor Dr. Paul LJsnek Learn: —K 3
*
■ How to review and brief a law case
■ The Socratic Method of teaching I
■ How to make practical arguments...and much more! i^^Blk_B
Tuesday November 9, 2004
6:oopm ■ 8:00pm
University of Washington Law School
William Gates Hall, Room 138
Space Is limited! Register today by calling ,_oB^_.
1-800-KAP-TEST or visiting kaptest.com/lsat jKPjgmk







This initiative concerns elections for partisan offices. The
measure would allow voters to select among all candidates
in a primary. Ballots would indicate candidates' party
preference. The two candidates receiving most votes




This initiative concerns dedicating funds designated for
educational purposes. The measure would create an
education trust fund for smaller classes, extended learning
programs, certain salary increases, preschool access, and
expanded college enrollments and scholarships, funded by




This initiative concerns authorizing additional "electronic
scratch ticket machines" to reduce property taxes. The
measure would authorize licensed non-tribal gambling
establishments to operate the same type and number of
machines as tribal governments, with a portion of tax
revenue generated used to reduce state property taxes.
Yes 175,832(33.57%)
￿No 347,979 (66.43%)
Referendum Measure 55: concerning charter public
schools
This bill would authorize charter public schools and would
set conditions on operations. Charter schools would be
operated by qualified nonprofit corporations, under




Initiative to the Legislature 297
This initiative concerns "mixed" radioactive and
nonradioactive hazardous waste, requiring cleanup of
contamination before additional waste is added, prioritizing




Sources: "The Seattle Times " and King County Records,
Elections and Licensing Services Division.
SU comfirms plan to host Tent City 3
Tiffany Small
Guest Writer
For one month, starting Jan. 29 and ending
Feb. 28, Tent City 3 will occupy Seattle
University's tennis courts.
There are an estimated 7,980 homeless
people in Seattle/King County. Tent City 3
houses 100of thesehomeless men andwomen,
one-third ofwhich are employed and another
one-third are searching for employment. Tent
City 3 is also the only shelter that allows
couples to stay together.
SHARE/WHEEL organizes and funds Tent
City 3. To provide food and shelter, they hold
fundraisers, the last one being an auction. They
also accept donations.
Since 1990, over 30 institutions and
churches have hosted TentCity 3. Seattle Uni-
versity is next on that list. Joe Orlando, direc-
tor of Jesuit Identity, and Madelin Lovell, di-
rector and associate professor ofSocial Work,
co-chair the Planning Committee for Tent City.
"We are trying to combine two things, edu-
cation and service," says Orlando. Tent City 3
is a follow-up on the 2003-2004 academic
reading, "Radical Compassion" that SU's
president, Father Steve Sundborg, SJ, asked
the incoming freshman class to read.
SU's Tent City 3 is organized by an array of
individuals with the hope of getting the entire
campus involved.
"Education isn't justabout text books," said
Katie Pinard, graduate student in school of
theology and ministry, "The issues come to
life."
"It's a group of people, not just tents on a
tennis court," Pinard says, "We hope to have
a reciprocal relationship."
Joe Orlando has this same hope.
"We learn more through the homelessness,"
he says, "but I want TentCity residents to leam
from us." Orlando hopes to provide a health
and law clinic, and maybe hold informational
forums for not only SU students but for the
homeless as well.
Until February, there will be several forums,
panels, readers and a website to inform the
student body of the issue ofhomelessness and
clear up any stereotypes.
"There are still stereotypes that I have,"
admits Pinard.
"I was struckby what a well-organized com-
munity it is," said Lovell. Each personapplies
to Tent City 3, shows picture ID and signs a
codeofconduct. In return for shelterthey have
daily responsibilities they must meet. Orga-
nizing food and cleaning up trash are only a
few of theseresponsibilities.
To ensure the security of the students, as
well as the surrounding communities, Public
Safety has contacted Capital Hill's East Pre-
cinct. Public Safety will also be collaborating
with the Tent City 3's safety teams.
"We plan on having a partnership [with the
safety teams] at the event," says Mike Sletten,
manager ofPublicSafety. "We all will beso avail-
able thatwe will be in face-to-face contact."
Pamphlets and flyers have been distributed
to SU's surrounding neighbors and there were
three informationalforums held last week. The
forums were to clarify any questions students
or faculty mighthave hadand for themto voice
any concerns about Tent City 3. A panel, in-
cluding several Tent City 3 residents, ex-
pressed their feelings regarding Tent City 3
and living with certain stereotypes.
Orlando began the meetingby reading SU's
mission statement and vision statement, re-
minding everyone that SU is dedicated to edu-
cating the whole person, to professional for-
mation, and to empowering leaders for a just
and humane world.
Lovell has high expectations for SU'sTentCity
3. "The campus is walking its talk," she stated.
"I'm supporting this because it's the first
big community outreach in the fouryears I've
been here and I expected to see more," said
Sarah Honour, senior communications major.
What is Tent City? Tent City was developed
in 1990 as a means of providing safe shelter
for up to 100 homeless adult men and women.
There are currently two Tent Cities operating
in King County:
How does Tent City operate? Tent City is
sponsored by Seattle Housing and Resource
Efforts (SHARE) and Women's Housing,
Equality, and Enhancement League (WHEEL),
two non-profit organizations working together
to serve the homeless in the city of Seattle. At
Tent City, an elected council of residents gov-
erns the community, and enforces a strict code
of conduct. This code includes a policy of no
tolerance ofdrugs, alcohol or weapons, and no
verbal or physical abuse. Additionally, no sex
offenders are allowed in Tent City. Those in
violation of the code ofconduct must leave the
community. Two security workers from the
community are on duty at all times and check
in with all visitors. Quiet hours are observed
from 10p.m. to 8 a.m.
Are tuition dollars going to support Tent
City 3? The use of the space on the outdoor
tennis courts is the essential, in-kind contribu-
tion SU is making to Tent City. There are a
few costs that will be absorbed in the SU gen-
eral budget, including a city permit costing
approximately 1,500dollarsand printing costs
for an educational booklet.
For additional information, go to www.sealtleu.edu/
home/news_events/news and click on thelink, "Informa-







What is patriotism? Can it be intellectu-
ally, ethically and politically justified? Is it
any different from the much maligned struc-
ture or feeling of Nationalism? This is pre-
cisely the question Dr. Benjamin Curtis, of
the Matteo Ricci College, explored in his re-
cent talk, "Should We Be Patriots?" last
Wednesday, Oct. 27.
Considering the current political climate,
this topic has special resonance in America.
Since 9/11, the idea and practice of patrio-
tism has become intense. A full cycle of its
effect on the population could be seen as
people needed a sense of unity after feeling
attacked on 9/11, to the dichotomy and ex-
clusion that has come with the division con-
cerning the Iraq War.
Concerning the Iraq War, Curtis explained,
"We really saw the phenomenon, 'If you're
not supportive of the war, then you're a trai-
tor. ' It became a really divisive phenomenon."
Curtis began the lecture by illustrating that
patriotism is no different than the more con-
troversial term Nationalism. The definition
ofNationalism, according to the Oxford En-
glish Dictionary, is the "Advocacy of or sup-
port for the interests ofone's own nation, es-
pecially to the exclusion or detriment of the
interests of other nations." Though the con-
notation ofNationalism is morenegative than
patriotism, the definition fails to outline any
differencesbetween the two.
Curtis pointed out that a nation is "an imag-
ined community," and there is "nothing in-
herent or natural about it" because it is "an
idea, not a thing." It is created by societies as
a communal grouping across social divides
in order to create a feeling of unity by de-
manding the rights and duties of citizens.
Though this sense ofcommunity can be ben-
eficial for humans, says Curtis, the practice
ofNationalism is inherently flawed.
"I think, essentially, I do agree with Dr.
Curtis. I think there's certain aspects of pa-
triotism that are beneficial, but not in the sense
that it is thought oftoday," said Joe Nguyen,
junior finance and humanities mjor. "It can
make people want to be involved and partici-
pate in their nation, but it is limiting. Many
negative consequences can result from this
type ofgroup think, but there are ways to com-
bat this."
According to Curtis, nationalismoften cre-
ates a mindset that one given nation is supe-
rior over another. This belief is entirely sub-
jective since it is based on one's own personal
opinions. People fail to realize this subjectiv-
ity, however, and often begin to exclude and
persecute those who are not part of the group.
Curtis explained that there is no way to be
sufficiently nationalist; one can only be "in-
sufficiently nationalist." This leads to antago-
nism and exclusion because one can always
top the other person by becoming more ex-
treme and declaring the other a traitor or un-
patriotic.
In America, patriotism has become so syn-
onymous with culture that it remains diffi-
cult to separate the two.
"You talk to people from other countries
and that is one thing people tend to remark
upon. You really do not see that in other
places," said Curtis.
JenniferVames, seniorpolitical science ma-
jor, appreciated Curtis' point of view. "It's
good to hear a differentperspective on the ar-
gument, especially in the states," saidVarnes.
Curtis concluded that there was no intel-
lectual or ethical basis for patriotism, mainly
because it is an unnatural, created structure
that causes people to favor one's own people
over others.
There is, however, a way it can be politi-
cally justified if it forms as "Cosmopolitan
Patriotism." Since humans need some sort
of group identity, this cannot be all together
eradicated, but the mindset behind this iden-
tity must be altered. With "Cosmopolitan
Patriotism," people would value the culture
that shapes them, but not feel it is superior,
instead viewing it as a contribution to the
global community.
When asked what he wanted students to
take from the lecture, Curtis replied, "I want
people to think more about what it means to
be a patriot, to question the nature and value
of patriotism, since I find in this country
there's not a meta-perspective; people don't




On campus there was the buzz of Hal-
loween activity weeks before the actual day.
It was reminiscent of the days in elemen-
tary school to see who had the coolest cos-
tume and who would get the most candy.
The way students celebrate Halloween
might have changed as they got older, but
it still has the same exciting feel to it.
One constant for students is the costumes.
From childhood to the present, the costume
is often the favorite part of the festivities.
"Dressing up with my brother and sister
and going trick-or-treating with ourparents
was my favorite part about Halloween," re-
called Kate Lucas, a freshman pre-major.
"I have this really cool pirate costume that
I liked the best of my costumes."
Fellow freshman and business major
Reed Catino's more memorable costume
was when he dressed up as a cow one year.
Free candy keeps the tradition of trick-
or-treating alive for some, even ifthey are
considered too old. As a kid, trick-or-treat-
ing was the most important part ofHallow-
een for freshman Brett Renard.
"Back in Minnesota in '92 or '93 it
snowed like a foot and half on Halloween
night. I got drivenaround in a car for a few
houses, but then I just got candy," he re-
membered.
The university also jumped on the Hal-
loween bandwagon. Law School students
celebrated Thursday night before Hallow-
een and there was a plethora of costumes,
including someone dressed as Napoleaon
Dynamite and a couple dressed as the
Kennedy's. Friday, the Office of
Multicultural Student Affairs (OMSA)
threw a Halloween Party complete with
comstume contest, and afterward SEAC
sponsored a -Late Night Murder Mystery
game with free food and prizes. Saturday
night, students enjoyed a screening of the
"Rocky Horror Picture Show," sponsored
by the Gay-StraightAlliance.
Photo courtesy of Gary Suan
With a Halloween twist last Saturday night (top), two men,
dressed as Kerry and Bush, duked it out on the corner ofPike
and Broadway in an effort to encourage people to vote. Quang
Dinh (top right) , senior mechanical engineering major, struts
his stuff at the OMSA costume party. He received Scariest
Costume. Paula Hanna (right), of the Counseling Center, re-
ceived Best Costume as a primitive Nordic goddess.
Photos by Joe Anchondo
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Presidential election attracts global attention
J. Jacob Edel
Sports Editor
The internationalsignificance ofthis year's
presidential election has attracted global at-
tention. Both platformsdistinctively affect the
international community and the election has
"Trade is linked to
Canada's standard of liv-
ing... Since Kerry is very
protectionist with his
stance on outsourcing,
Bush is favored on this
issue."
Andrei Kreptul, law student
been so widely monitored it seems like a
transnational decision.
At Seattle University, international students
and others native offoreign countries demon-
strated this global interest with a panel dis-
cussion in theTekakwitha Collegium on Tues-
day, Oct. 26. It was here that student repre-
sentatives of eight countries extrapolated the
borderless impacts of this election.
Students spoke on behalf of the nations of
Canada, Colombia, India, Japan, Lebanon,
Mexico, Romania and the UnitedArab Emir-
ates. Together, they inquired the possible
changes in free trade, foreign policy, national
security and economic growth.
The most extensive concern addressed the
United States' occupation of Iraq and its im-
pacts on international security against terror-
ism. The consensus of the panel was that the
United States foreign policy has the United
States "policing the world."
"The United States is at war with Afghani-
stan and Iraq, not terrorism," Nazir Harb, a
sophomore philosophy and economics major
of Mexican and Lebanese descent, said.
"Rather than cultivating union, this adminis-
tration has polarized the country," he added.
"Mexico is looking at the United States like a
big brother so there needs to be improvement
in the way the United States treats the world -
it should be a governing body not a police
state."
Hanisha Shewakramani, a sophomore com-
munication major from India thathas also lived
several years in the United Arab Emirates,
stated there is dissent toward America in the
Middle East as a result of its foreign policy
and occupation of Iraq. She said the Ameri-
can media produces a negative misrepresen-
tation of the Middle East through distorted
images ofviolence and chaos.
"CNN is one of the stations we get every-
where and we see the U.S. coverage of the
Middle East. My friends are disheartened by
the portrayals ofour fellow Muslims on TV,"
she said.
In Colombia the U.S. election has profound
effects on Colombiannational security and its
economy. Each candidate may help improve
part the nation's situationbut may incidentally
stall other improvements. According to Farlis
Calle-Guerro, a juniorpsychology major from
Bogota, Bush is supplying Colombia with
funds to combat terrorist guerrilla fighters and
John Kerry will most likely cut this support.
"There has been civil war in Colombia for
the last 100 years between guerrillas and the
government. And the new Colombian presi-
dent - not new - but elected like two years
ago, wants to fight and fight and fight the guer-
rillas until they are all gone to end this war. So
he went with President Bush on terrorism and
said we have terrorists in Colombia and ifyou
do not help us defeat them they will come to
your country," Guerrero said.
"Under the current [Colombian] president
the economy is growing but at the cost offree-
dom ofspeech. To me it is not worth living in
a country where I can buy everything I want
but not say what I believe."
Like in Colombia, Yuka Oshino, an inter-
national exchange student from Kanagawa,
Japan, said the U.S. candidates are exclusively
beneficial towards some issues because it is
impossible to offer an exhaustive solution.
"Thebiggest issues in Japanare the Iraq War
and the North Korea situation. Bush wants
Japan to aid in the war but that is not allowed
under our constitution. So he wants the Japa-
nese to change their constitution," Oshino said.
Oshino highlighted Japanese urgency to in-
stitute new diplomatic relations with North
Korea. She stated that even though the dissent
between the two nations created from World
War II has diminished, the Japanese believe
North Korea's first missile target is Japan.
Oshino also said that Japanese professionals
and scientists have discreetly been abducted
and possibly enslaved by North Korea.
"The diplomatic discussions underBush are
six nation talks, which include Japan. John
Kerry suggests two nation talks, which only
involve the United States and North Korea,"
she said. "In this respect, it would be better
for Japan ifBush were re-elected."
In addition to international security, U.S.
diplomatic relations have astounding impacts
on global economic development. Both
Canada and India dislike Democratic candi-
date John Kerry's promise to minimize
outsourcing and protect America's domestic
job market. Outsourcing is the shipment of
U.S. service jobs to oversee markets with low
pay rates in order to cut industry costs. As a
result, many U.S. industries have relocated
to Mexico, Canada, India and many Asian
countries.
"Trade is linked to Canada's standard of
living," Andrei Kreptul, a third year law
school student said. "About one-third of the
Canadian economy depends on the United
States. Since Kerry is very protectionist with
his stance on outsourcing, Bush is favored
on this issue."
"Outsourcing is important to India. Most of
it is phone services. When you call for com-
puter assistance you are probably calling In-
dia. It is over a 3.5 billion dollar industry,"
Hanisha Sewakramani said. "Taking that away
wouldruin the economy."
The direct influence of the U.S. government
over foreign powers, a brash foreign policy
and the candidates' disregard to address inter-
national issues has instilled a worldwide view
that this election is, sadly, a selection of the
lesser oftwo evils. Apparently, neither candi-
date looks promising to most of the interna-
tionalcommunity.
"The United States president is not looked
on favorably. The youth and professionals are
a bit cynical," Angelica Fartais, a law stu-
dent, said on behalfof Romania and Eastern
Europe. "[Romanians] think the U.S. presi-
dent is not trustworthy or a good representa-
tive of the American people, but they essen-
tially believe the Democrat is a better alter-
native."
"Pro-U.S. countries are deteriorating,"
Shewakramani warned. "[TheAmerican] me-
dia makes us scared because of all the secu-
rity alerts and reports on violence. Bad infor-
"Pro-U.S. countries are
deteriorating. [American]
media makes us scared
because ofall the security
alerts and reports on vio-
lence. Bad information




mation leads to bad voting."
"There is a dichotomy in such that people
from abroad like the American culture and
people but the government has put them into
theposition to be with them or against them,"
Harb said. "Where is the world heading? This
election can possibly redefine history."
Security Reports
Keeping you informed of campus
crime Ex the selfless deeds ofour
valiant crimestoppers
. Tuesday 10/26 Intravenous drug-
• user uses Pigott bushes as trash
can At 11:25 a.m., CPS received a call of
a syringe found by a subcontractor in the
bushes outside of the PigottBuilding. CPS
Staff responded to the area and safely
retrieved and disposed of the syringe.
Hmmm... it's a good thing my mom doesn't
read the The Spectator.
Wednesday 10/27 Text theft
At 4:30 p.m., a student reported to CPS
staff that his textbook was stolen. The
student reported that he left his textbook
in class and returned the next day to find it
missing. The student checked the lost and
found and it had not been returned. Good
luck, thatbook is as good as gone.
Thursday 10/28 Unruly dorm
guests get the boot
At 3:40 a.m., CPS received a call that
someone was in the stairwell of Campion
Towerbanging on the door. CPS responded
to the scene and contacted the person in
question. The person had entered the
secured stairwell, which exits out of the
building only and wanted to get back in. It
was determined that the person was not
affiliated with the university and visiting a
friend after hours. CPS escorted the person
to the residential room where he reported
he was staying. When the door opened to the
residential room CPS observed a number of
people who turnedout to be non-SU students,
and alcohol on the counter. The Resident
Advisors were contacted and assisted. Many
of the non-SU visitors were without proper
identificationandwere uncooperative. Seattle
Police was contacted, and with CPS, the
visitors were asked to leave and issued
criminal trespass warnings. Criminal trespass
warnings, huh? I bet that made those
hooligans shake in their little boots.
Thursday 10/28 Computer theft
At 9:30 a.m., CPS received a call that a
computer monitor had been taken froma lab.
CPS responded and conducted an
investigation. It was determined that the
monitor had been in place in the lab on
Wednesday and when the staff returned on
Thursday it was gone. The theft is currently
under investigation by CPS and the Seattle
Police Department. Am I the only one who
doesn't know how you just walk out of lab
with a stolen computer monitor?
Friday 10/29 Anyone lose their
drug paraphernalia?
At 9:30 a.m., CPS received a call that a
marijuana pipe had been found by residential .
living maintenance staff. CPS responded to
the scene andspoke to the staff member who
had found the pipe while cleaning the
courtyard of Murphy Apartment. CPS
retrieved the pipe and placed it into
evidence. Into "evidence," huh? Is that
what they 're callin 'it these days?
Friday 10/29 Bad kids in
Bellartnine
At 10:05 p.m., CPS was contacted by an
resident assistant who reported an alcohol
violation. CPS responded to the floor to
assist. The resident assistant reported that
while he/she was investigating loud noises
in a resident's room, he/she observed
bottles of alcohol on the underage
resident's counter. The alcohol violation
was documented and the alcohol was
disposed of down the drain. Oh what a
shame...
Saturday 10/30 More bad kids
At one a.m., an RA who reported an
individual who was exhibiting signs of
heavy intoxicatation contacted CPS staff.
CPS and an SFD Aid unit responded to the
student's location where he was evaluated
and transported by ambulance to a local area
hospital. The ResidenceLife and Housing
supervisor went to the hospital to be of
assistance and the student was released the
following day. The incident was forwarded
to the Student Conduct system.
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Non-traditional students: fastest growing population
Kyle Ford
Guest Writer
They come from all over the world
and they are the most diverse population at
Seattle University. They are transfer
students and this year SU accepted nearly
500 of them.
According to Laurie Prince, director
ofnew student programs, transfer students
come with different needs and life experi-
ences.
They are a group, which includes
non-traditional students, people straight
from community colleges with Associate
degrees, transfers from four-year institu-
tions and the military. With so many
differentpaths to SU, it is clear that one
size does not fit all when it comes to
education.
A primary reason people choose to
go to a two-year institution is money, but
secondary reasons are multiple.
"I went to community college
because it was an inexpensive way to get
the basic classes I needed," said Susie
Rantz, public relations senior. She came to
SU after earning her Associate of Arts
from Spokane Community College.
"Originally I went to Willamette
College in Salem, Oregon, I was paying
$30,000 a year at the time and I realized
that this school wasn't the right place for
me and felt I was wasting my money,"
Rantz said.
"I came to the states for a better
education and experience," said Melisa
Suria, marketing junior. From Indonesia,
Suria spent her first two years in the
United States at Bellevue Community
College on advice from her family and
friends to get used to Western society
before tackling a major university.
According to Diane Schmitz,
commuter student services director, non-
traditionalstudents are the fastest growing
student population in the U.S.
"Things are different than they were
a few years ago, now changing to focus on
life-long learning," she said.
This fall, about 70 non-traditional
transfer students joined theranks on
campus. Non-traditional students are
defined as being over 25 years old. This
year the oldest new transfer student is 58.
Along with the many pathways to
SU, transfer students have unique perspec-
tives on why SU is the best school for
them.
Katherine Pittman, juniorcriminal
justice, transferred from Seattle Central
Community College after earning a
Bachelor's degree at the University of
Washington.
Realizing that her heart wasn't into
the careers open to her after her first
degrees, she decided that criminal science
was a better fit. She was drawn to SU for
its small class size.
"I came to SU because it is a smaller
university," Pittman said.
"UW was justway too big. I wish
this would have been my first experience -
I would have flourished!"
On her part, Rantz explained that the
idea of a well-rounded education appealed
to her, not only the knowledge but how to
apply it to do good in the world.
"I kept doing searches on the
Internet for certain aspects of the schools I
wanted and SU kept coming up," Rantz
said.
For Curtis Jasper, a retired Navy
flight engineer, SU was a better choice for
its "genuine concern for success."
"Transfer students are an essential
part of the identity of Seattle University;
they have been so for a long time," said Fr.
Stephen Sundborg, Seattle University
president. "We welcome transfer students
because it is a way to afford and make
economical a great education."
"They bring a very clear focus on
their major to Seattle University,"
Sundborg added. "They're a highly diverse
group with rich experience. Transfer
students are truly a real endowment or an
enrichment of Seattle University."
"Non-traditional students provide
another level of diversification for the
school," Jasper said. "As a 42-year-old
undergrad I can bring another aspect of
experience to the classroom. A lot of
undergrade ask me about my experiences
and how I can help them decide about their
future."
According to Schmitz, academic
transitions can be tough, especially from a
community college diffusing into SU.
"These students have a lot invested
in coming back to school; this is a big
step," she said. "At the same time this is
their first year at SU, but they are not like
freshmen. They want to be connected, to
be involved."
The collegia program is a big help to
both transfer and non-traditional students.
"We want people to realize the
transition to academic life is not so bad or
difficult," Schmitz said. "I have a deep
admiration for non-traditional students and
all they have to persevere. Sometimes,
they are half the family's income. 'Student'
is just one of the roles they have to fill."
Jasper agrees. He worries his family
is not seeing enough ofhim with the one
hour and a half commute to school.
While she speaks Indonesian,
English and a little Chinese, Suria's
biggest concern is the language barrier.
Speaking as a veteran transfer ■
student, Rantz regretted not getting four
years with the professors and getting in
touch with the Communication depart-
ment.
"As a transfer student I only have
two years to bond with the people that go
to school. I wish I had more opportunity to
utilize all the services and realize what I
want to do when I graduate," she said.
Rantz advises new transfers to get
involved, go to as many salons, computer
classes and utilize as many services as they
can.
"ifyOU jus t g O to class, go to work
and go home, you'd be wasting your
money and it's not what SU wants from its
students," Rantz said.
Photo by William Hurd
Susie Rantz, a public relations
senior, transferred from Spo-
kane Community College last
year.
Ramadan Celebration seeks to dispel preconceptions
Lauren Padgett
Staff Writer
This year the holy month of Ramadan is shadowed
by war. The "War on Terror" has shipped our American
family members and friends into a country unfamiliar to
many, and has created a sense of prejudice in the U.S.
against the Islamic community.
On campus, members of the Muslim community
hope to dispel these preconceptions in their spiritual
celebrationof Ramadan.
Ramadan is a month of self-examination. More than
one billion Muslims around the world dedicate themselves
to prayer, fasting and charity. At sundown each day a feast
is celebrated, called "Iftar" whichbrings the community
together in support and faith. Each night parts of the
Qur'an are recited, and by the end of the month it will
have been celebrated in its entirety.
Ramadan is centered around family and community,
and for many SU students family is very far away. The
International Club, the Muslim Student Association and
Campus Ministry all offer support and community for
Muslims at SU.
Omar Harb is activities assistant for the Interna-
tional Club and a freshman pre-major. His faith struggle is
unique.
"My mother is Catholic and my father Muslim," he
explained."Society and the media have brutally and
unjustly distorted the religion of Islam. After 9/11,1 felt
alienated and ashamed of my Muslim heritage and as a
result, I submersed myself in Catholicism and rejected my
Muslim heritage. I deeply regret doing so."
Throughout the country, homeland security has
deeply affected the Muslim population. Mosques have
been desecrated. People have been persecuted for their
beliefs. Throughout airports across the country it is not
uncommon to see an innocent passenger of Middle
Eastern decent being patted down.
The September 11 attacks and Osama bin Laden
have all created a cloud of ignorance over the Islam.
Americans of Middle Eastern decent
often feel look down upon or preju-
diced against because of their back-
At SU, the International Club
hopes to promote cultural education
and challenges ignorance and prejudice
with compassion and understanding.
Contrary to its name, you don't have to
be international to attend a meeting or
become involved in the group. The
members are very welcoming and
Ipting ofanyone interested incipating.This week the salon "RamadanConsumption" explored the faith
munity on campus. John Gregoire,
graduate student in the Student Devel-
opment Administration program was a
panel member who, although not a
Muslim, was interested in exploring his
faith through celebrating Ramadan.
"This is a really amazing community," he said
during the salon. "No one has treated me as an outsider.
People from everywhere are all [celebrating Ramadan]
together."
Gregoire added that to avoid temptation to break
fast "takes a lot of commitment and support from the
community."
Harb has also felt immense support here on campus
in his faith exploration.
"The Islamic community has been very kind to me
and has shown me great hospitality and guidance in
finding my spirituality," he said.
Surprisingly, Ramadan is one of the most widely
celebrated yet less publicized religious celebrations.
Ramadan's publicity is nowhere near that ofChristmas's,
but the Islamic community surpasses many others in its
numbers. Over a billion people are Islamic.
While most of the world survives on less than an
American dollar a day, the Islamic community still fasts.
They remember the poor and pray for
those who are in constant fast.
"I would like society to evolve
to a point where we not only see each
lier
as equals, but as benefactors,"
"Every human being has
nething to offer and a story to tell,
i until society comprehends this and
takes the time to discover this 'internal
lasure' that we all possess will neverich our full potential," he noted."What is most unique aboutneone with a different ethnic or
religious background is not their
physical appearance, traditions or
language; it is what he or she sees that
others do not," Harb added.
There are many ways to become
involved at SU, whether Muslim,
Catholic or atheist. No matter what the
background or beliefs, there is constant support and
appreciation to be found here.
"Not to take advantage of this [diverse campus]
by meeting others and [listening to] their perspec-
tives is in my opinion a great travesty," Harb said.
"It is a part of a larger, grandiose problem I like to
call ignorance."
Along with the Christian-based religious
groups here on campus, many other clubs welcome
students to explore their faiths through community
support and discussion.
The International Club, Muslim Student
Association, Jewish Student Union and inner faith
communities through Campus Ministry all offer
amazing opportunities to meet others and share
beliefs.
The salon "Ramadan and Consumption" had a
panel of six students from completely different and
unique backgrounds. SU is a melting pot full of com-
munity support and outreach.
Photo by William Hurd
Sajjad Razaghzadeh, a
member of the Muslim
Student Association, prays
toward Mecca in the




What is it like to be a Republican at SU?
Ku'uwehi Hiraishi
Guest Writer
In the spirit of partisan politics, this Spectator
reporter set out to find a Republican voice on Seattle
University's campus. Many of us are familiar with
issues on the progressive agenda; we've heard day and
again the progressive voice. But what is it like to be the
voice of conservative values on a politically liberal
campus?
For Republican Scott Phillips, a senior interna-
tional studies and politics major, one of the best aspects
of Seattle University is its diversity, especially when
politics are concerned.
"There's a lot ofroom for growth," Phillips said
with a chuckle. "It gives me a chance to engage in
positive political discourse."
Phillips, an active Republican on and off
campus, is vice president of the College Republicans,
a student club looking to promote conservative
values of the Republican Party. He also spends his
time campaigning for Washington gubernatorial
candidate Dino Rossi as the campaign chair for the
37 District, which runs from Madison down to
Renton.
Phillips comes from a conservative Republican
home in Puyallup, WA. He plans on becoming an army
officer in order to serve his country.
But for now, when he's not doing politics, he's
discussing it.
"Many students come to college. They're very
young, idealistic. They lack life experience," Phillips
said. "Positive political discourse can expand the world
views of both parties."
Nursing major YosefFufa, one of Phillips's
politically progressive friends, agrees. There is certainly
room for growth through discourse, he says, and SU
students cultivate this opportunity.
"Scott gives me a differentperspective on issues
in life," Fufa said. "Scott can't speak for every Republi-
can, but it's a glimpse into the other side of the political
spectrum."
"The Republicans are minorities on campus, but
that is expected because the population on campus
reflects the surrounding area. But they do have a way to
make their voice heard as well," he added.
Phillips and Fufa, who met through Seattle
University's ROTC program, tend to engage in political
conversations lasting anywhere from 15 minutes to a
couple ofhours. But one simple rule guides their conver-
sations: they do not discuss politics when it comes to
ROTC activities.
"Politics and military - no!" Phillips said. "My
political affiliation has nothing to do with the military."
In fact, Phillips claims there are a few more Demo-
crats than Republicans in the military.
"Which goes to show that the military is apolitical,"
Phillips added.
According to Fufa, regardless of the duration or
location oftheir political conversations, both agree on
more things than they care to admit.
"Scott isn't able to change my point of view on the
issues we discuss, but he can stand his ground when
defending the issues that matter to his political beliefs," he
said.
"If you are open minded, the more you are
exposed to different ideas, the more you are able to see
things are not so black and white in this world. When
you are ale to see shades of gray, the more you are able
to come up withbetter solutions for problems," Fufa
added.
Phillips considers himself a moderate Republican, as
opposed to the more firmly religious Republican sect that
is generally associated with President George W. Bush. He
identifies himselfas a Republican in terms ofhis beliefs
on fiscal policies and foreign relation issues.
But when it comes to social issues, his political beliefs
are moderate. For example, Phillips believes same-sex
marriages should be left up to the states, like most moderate
Republicans. Whereas other more conservative Republicans
like President Bush are strongly against same-sex marriages.
"Scott is not as socially conservative as I perceive the
current administration being, when it comes to being the
morality police," Fufa said of his friend.
Phillips generally votes Republican, but admits he
has voted for Democrats and minorparties in the few
elections in which he was able to vote. He considers that
his political discussions are more about policies than
parties.
Despite the observed progressiveness of Seattle
University's student body, Phillips clarifies there aren't
many who attack the Republican Party as much as they
are people who attack PresidentBush.
"Fufa is anti-Bush on principles and opposes the
Iraq war," Phillips said.
He, on the other hand, supports the war based on
two values: democracy and human rights. Phillips believes
that the U.S. should be as good of an example it can to
support democracy and human rights around the world.
He cited the success ofAfghanistan carrying out their first
democratic presidential election three weeks ago, as
noteworthy accomplishment.
Politics and issues aside, students like Phillips
reminds us of the privilege SU students have to participate
in unique political discourse.
"It's not about party loyalty, it's about choosing the
person who's going to do the best job,"Phillips said,
adding that he is Republican for what he believes and for
no other reason.
Photo by William Hurd
Scott Phillips, vice president of the Col-
lege Republicans, together with Ashley
Hayes,a finance major (right), and crimi-
nal justice junior Alicia Kephart (left).
off the mark by Mark Parisi
StudentoftheWeek
TrishaLeonard
Student of the Week is a five-zveek feature series highlightingunique as-
pects of students at Seattle University. Subjects are chosen at random and
undergo an impromptu interview.
Editor-in-chief
This week's interviewee is freshman David
Stone.
Ifyou could have any animal for a pet, what
would it be?
"A cat, because I'm a cat lover."
What's the funniest thing you've ever seen?
"Aaron Thurman talking in front of a crowd."
What's the dumbest joke you've ever told or
heard?
"What's brown and sticky?...A stick."
What's the most attractive personality trait?
"Sense of humor."
What area of SU do you think could use the
most improvement?
"The Xavier area—they need to fix it."
What is the one event you'd like to see the
campus put on?
"A Republican rally."
What's your favorite Disney movie?
"Finding Nemo."
What character from a book, movie or television
show is most like you and why?
"Doug, 'cause he has cool friends and I was Quail
Man for Halloween."
What are you most proud of yourself for?
"Having great friends."
What's your dream job?
"To be a CSI guy."
Photo by William Hurd
David Stone is a criminal justice and
forensic psychology major.
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Send us your favorite recipes!
WAre you a great chef?Share your family recipes,seasonal classics or your own cre-ations. The recipes must be easy to
prepare and ingredients must conform
to a college budget.
Make sure to include the ingredients and
detailed preparation guidelines.
Recipes can be sent to siu-mira@seattleu.edu
SPORTS
Men's soccer wins in overtime; still No. 1
By Katie Musselman
Guest Writer
With a record turnout of fans on Champi-
onship Field, Seattle University took the
GreatNorthwest Athletic Conference title in
an intense rival victory over Seattle Pacific
University, 2-1.
The Redhawks retain their No. 1 ranking
in NCAA Division 11. All 891 onlookers felt
the anticipation as the Seattle University
Redhawks and the Seattle Pacific University
Falcons battled it out at the second annual
Caffe D'arte Coffee Cup.
The large turn out ofsupporters also added
to the competition. Encouraging shouts of
players' names and the usual objections sug-
gesting biased ref calls resonated from the
crowd.
"It always makes it more exciting when
fans are there cheering us on," said forward
Cameron Weaver, who scored the winning
goal for the Redhawks.
The first half of the match fired off the
highly competitive tone with 24 fouls and
four yellow cards. Bobby McAlister scored
the first goal with the help of Pat Doran in a
fabulous display of Redhawk team collabo-
ration.
The point not only put SU in the lead, but
also put McAlister's goal record to 18 for
the season, breaking the Redhawk's all-time
scoring record of 17.
Just as things were looking up for SU, the
team took a pivotal blow. Midway through
the first half of the match, Redhawk team
captain and crucial player Nick McCluskey
collided with an SPU player. Both players
attempted to slide-tackle the ball. The field
quickly fell silent as McCluskey screamed
in pain and was unable to get up from the
fall.
After being carried off the field by med-
ics, coaches, and staff, it was later deter-
mined both his tibia and fibula, the bones of
the lower leg, had been broken. Unfortu-
nately, the team captain will not return to the
field for the rest of the season or play in the
postseason.
The Redhawks held the lead heading into
the second halfbut SPU scored, bringing the
match to a tie.
The advantageous goal was taken offa free
kick after Seattle goalkeeper JeremiahDoyle
was whistled for handling the ball outside
the box.
The kick, taken by SPU player Andy Willis
took a deflection. It then bounced off the
crossbar, and was headed in the goal by Fal-
cons player Nick Letts.
Regulation time ended with the game at a
1-1 stand still. Many supporters and players
alike commented thatSU did not play to its
fullest potential.
"We had the potential to take SPU, but we
just didn't play to our fullest ability as a
team," said Weaver.
Seattle Redhawk supporter Paul Hurme,
however, captured the optimism of the field
coming from Redhawk fans.
"It was a scrappy game, but SU has
greater chances of winning. They are a bet-
ter team" he said.
Despite the loss of McCluskey in the fist
half, and the seeming lack of performance
in the second half, the Redhawks managed
to end the game in the eighth minute ofover-
time.
Seattle's Most ValuablePlayer of the Caffe
D'Arte Coffee Cup, Cameron Weaver,
scored the winning golden goal offa beauti-
ful cross by Pat Doran and sent SU fans onto
the field cheering.
The Redhawks' next stop is in Bellingham
to take on Western Washington, in what sup-
porters hope will be another victory in main-
taining their No. 1 rank in the NCAA Divi-
sion 11.
"We know we are a good team, and ifwe
go out and play with the approach of one
game at a time, we will be successful," said
a confident Weaver.
Leg injury sidelines team captain
McClusky for rest of season
Photo by William Hurd
Jeremiah Doyle and the Redhawks drop kicked SPU at the
Caffe D'arte Seattle Coffee Cup.
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EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT IS S.U. NIGHT!
$3.50 OFF ANY 17"PIZZA^
FREE DELIVERY!! (206)322-9411
1401 E. MADISON SEATTLE, WA 98122




Men's Basketball vs. Austrailian Institute of Sport @7:30 p.m.
*FREE ADMISSION
Swimming at University of British Columbia Invitational
Volleyball at Saint Martin's @ 7 p.m.
SATURDAY. NOV. 6
Cross Country NCAA Division II West Regionals
at Western WA @ 10:30 a.m.
Women's Soccer at Seattle Pacific @ 7 p.m.
Swimming at University ofBritish Columbia Invitational
Volleyball at Central Washington @ 7 p.m.
Keyshawn Johnson embarrasses the NFL
sports commentary
Tamara Shkurkin
Arts and Entertainment Editor
Just when you least expect it, completely
confident in the certainty that therest of the
world is fair, politically correct, and com-
fortably liberal, some jerkbursts your bubble
and smashes the rose tinted lens through
which you view the world of professional
sports.
It is not only dissapointing but shocking
when a famous athlete who is given the spot-
light loses his cool and shoots his mouth
off. It is worse when he tells a female re-
porter; "I almost wanted to get on a plane,
find where she is at (note the excellent gram-
mar), and sit her down and spank her with a
ruler really, really hard, because it makes no
sense."
These completely out of line comments,
courtesy of Dallas Cowboys receiver
Keyshawn Johnson, were directed at Fox
news reporter Pam Oliver. During a Cow-
boys game on October 24, Oliver reported
Johnson yelled and screamed at Cowboys
assistant coach Sean Payton. For Johnson, it
seemed logical to convincingly deny his an-
ger control issues by publicly exploding in a
statement so misogynistic, sexually inappro-
priate, and grammatically incorrect that it
made national news.
Johnson, 32, is no newcomer to the world
of the press either, after nine years of NFL
experience he should posses the maturity to
respond appropriately and professionally to
reporters. My favorite aspect of the convo-
luted reasoning behind his immature com-
ment was that his words were intended to
"make Oliver feel small"and that he hoped
people talked about his comments intending
to affect her career negatively.
The idea that Johnson actually wanted
sports fans to chuckle at his statement, give
a knowing wink about silly female report-
ers, and support him and feel that he was the
one wronged in the situation is beyond my
scope of reason and logici Entirely incom-
prehensible not only from my perspective as
a female journalist or an individual com-
pletely disinterested in the general sports
mentality, but more so as a thinking human
being who's ideas of reasonable behavior
hopefully represent some semblance of the
status quo.
Critical generalizations about thequestion-
able manners and poise ofprofessional foot-
ball players are often supported by the ac-
tions of the subjects in question. It wouldbe
difficult, however, to find one so fitting into
this unflattering stereotype as this.
In reference to Oliver's report, Johnson ad-
ditionally stated, "You don't need to make
up a story." Also, he previously disguised
his dissatisfaction with female reporters be-
cause he said he was "all for" theirpresence
at games. But his opinion of female report-
ers changed because they "can't get their
story straight".
Contrary to Johnson's comments, Oliver
may not be guilty of misreporting, after all,
she said, "I do not make stories
up...K.eyshawn is having a complete denial
of reality." But she possibly devalued her
profession when asked what she would do if
Johnson attempted to spank her. Her off the
cuff response, "Punch him in the face," is
understandable, yet does not improve a situ-
ation reduced to threat making and name-
calling.
This does not appear to be the first instance
of "personality clashes" between Johnson
and other individuals. The formerTampa Bay
Buccaneers player was deactivated Nov. 16
of last year because he was a reported "nui-
sance." Furthermore, he worked as a studio
analyst for Fox Sports, the same network as
Oliver. He made it obvious he was glad to
be traded to the Cowboys, thus cementing
his status as a stereotypical pig-headed idiot
and the NFL spokesperson for unprofes-
sional behavior.
There have been no comments from the
Cowboys spokespeople or from assistant
coach Payton even though Fox networks has
stated they "support Oliver 100%." An un-
real situation to say at the least, hopefully it
will open dialogue about these previously
thought to be antiquated issues.
I suppose in the professional football arena
astronomically sized egos and constant praise
make such asinine behavior the norm. In the
end, many will take Johnson's comments as
usual behavior and side effects of "good"
sportsmanship. But to the rest of the thinking
world, thanks forsetting femalereporters back
halfa century with one stupid comment.
REDHAWK HIGHLIGHTS
VOLLEYBALL
The volleyball team (12-10, 10-4) suf-
fered ,a tough loss on Saturday while vis-
iting Northwest Nazarene University (13-
8, 8-6) in Nampa, Idaho. They lost 3-1 by
scores of 30-26, 32-30, 22-30, 32-30.
Sarah Sommerman led all hitters with 26
kills and Lizzy Safranski had a season-high
20 kills. The Redhawks look to keep their
postseason hopes alive next Thursday
when they travel to St. Martin's.
WOMEN'S SOCCER
The Redhawks (13-2-3, 7-1 -2) defeated
Northwest Nazarene (6-10-1, 2-7-0) last
Thursday 5-2 with the outstanding effort
from sophomore Gassy Smith.
Smith highlighted the strong offense
demonstrated from both teams. She scored
her tenth goal of the season with a hat trick.
Ashley Porter and Katy Mak had the other
two goals.
The Crusaders almost clawed their way
back into the game but the Redhawks
sealed it late in the game with goals in
eightieth and eighty-seventh minutes.
Their next game is November 6 against
Seattle Pacific at Interbay Stadium. It
starts at 7 p.m.
SWIMMING
Seattle University swimming had a
good start to the University ofPacific In-
vitational in Stockton, California. The
women led the first day and the men fin-
ished in second.
Ashley Best won the 200 individual
medley in 2:11.21. Overall, the Redhawks
placed 10 swimmers in the top 16 in the
women's 200 individual medley.
For the first time in the history of the
men's swimming program at Seattle Uni-
versity, the Redhawk men defeated UC
Davis 105-100. Freshman Chris Coley
earned the Redhawks' first NCAA Divi-
sion II A cut of the season with his two-
second win in the 100 butterfly. He fin-
ished in 50.36 seconds.
Running as a pack
J. Jacob Edel
Sports Editor
Running with a cold is difficult. The nose
seems to run faster than the body, the throat
gets choked-up like an Oscar winner and
muscles feel as fragile as glass. Motivation
bottoms out and pessimism rises. But a strong
effort eventually counter-strikes and invigo-
rates a healthy stride.
The women's cross country team caught a
cold this season but stuck it out one race at a
time and achieved some vital success.
"There is a fine line between being fit and
being injured or sick," cross country coach
Paula Montgomery said. "Runners are very
susceptible to gettingsick because of the high
mileage and intensity. Riding long distances
in a van and passing it around doesn't help,
either."
Similar to the team's ability to overcome
the despair of a cold they have been able to
overcome early predictions and place fourth
in the GNAC title race. The hard work and
unforeseen success of this year's women's
cross-country team has attracted the eyes of
the GNAC conference and West Region.
Despite being young and-inexperienced, the
team gained momentum and developed into
a title contender. Saturday, October 23, they
finished fourth in the GNAC title race at
McKinley California, this standing is the best
ever for SU women's cross country.
"This team is a lot stronger than past
teams," senior Holly Bueb said. "We are com-
ing up from behind. The other schools are
now looking at us as more competition be-
cause in the past we used to not be able to
compete."
"They are a deeper team running as a pack.
They are running better as a pack," coach
Paula Montgomery said.
Finishing in the top five is a tremendous
outcome. They were only six points be-
hind third place University of Alaska at
Anchorage. They won two invitationals
this season and two of the women may
receive All-Conference honors.
"Winning the home meet (the Emer-
ald City Invitational) on September 11
and the St. Martin's Invite have been the
highlights so far this season," Mont-
gomery said. "But the best is yet to
come."
Montgomery's prediction proved cor-
rect. The team did finish with theirbest
ever finish at the GNAC title, led by the
performance of Kelly Fullerton,
women's front-runner and senior cap-
tain.
Fullerton is finishing her season strong.
She placed third last Sunday in the title
race and won 2 consecutive races just a
couple of weeks earlier. She also broke
the five-kilometer course record at the
St. Martins Invite on September 25.
Her successful season demonstrates
how far the team has come. She has been
with the women's cross country team
since its conception in 2001.
Fullerton started out on the softball
team and has become Seattle
University's best female runner as of
yet. Every season thus far marked new
progress and this year finally proved
cross country fits in at Seattle Univer-
sity.
"This is a real great group of women
that are dedicated and hardworking. We
have been waiting a long time and now
have really developed quite nice," se-
nior Holly Bueb said of the team. "It has
been really great running with this
group. It has been awesome."
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Jesuit Centenary Lecture Stries
at Seattle University
Celebrating the 100th Anniversary ofthe Birth of Karl Rahner, SJ
This lecture is free and open to the public.
Please join us for a reception following the lecture.
A Lecture in Honor of Karl Rahner. SI (1904-1984)
Leo J. O'Donovan, SJ




for the Twenty-first Century"
Monday, November 8 at 7:3opm
Wyckoff Auditorium
Lecture Series Coordinator: Dr. Michael F. Andrews, Dept. ofPhilosophy
For more information, please call (206) 296-5470 or email: revnoldk(a).seattleu.edu







The newest trend in Hollywood among
pop stars is denying that they are one. Lip-
syncing and vulgar dancing with no cloth-
ing on are examples ofwhat many are try-
ing to avoid. One of the most adamant of
these new starlets is Ashlee Simpson.
Ashlee Simpson had the promise ofbe-
ing genuine. Her sister Jessica of"Newly-
wed" fame is the epitome ofsuperficiality,
and Ashlee makes sure no one gets them
confused.As much as she dyes herhair and
declares herself punk and anti-pop, she is
as bad as any of them.
The only thing that set her apart was she
seemed to be a pop-star with some actual
talent. Her songs are catchy, and for some
reason I, an avid rock fan, liked her. I will
even confess that I own the Ashlee Simpson
CD.
Once again 1 was fooled by an image.
Her appearance on Saturday Night Live
made any self-respecting music enthusiast
shake their head with shame. Ashlee
walked on stage, and the wrong song came
on, with the guide vocal blasting out
"Pieces of Me." She then commenced to
dance a jig and run offstage, while SNL
quickly cut to commercial. When they
came back live, she blamed her band.
Ashlee has already launched her own
comeback, appearing on NBC's RadioMu-
sic Awards Monday night and poking fun
at herself. In an MTV interviewAshlee re-
sponded to the situation saying that,
"I didn't want to use a guide vocal but
everyone was like, 'You have to.' Like, I
couldn't even talk, like really couldn't
speak." She blamed her lip-syncing on ev-
erything from her band to her dad pushing
her to guide vocals to acid reflux disease.
Like, wow Ashlee, own your mistake.
The sad part about this situation is that
in the end Ashlee Simpson's career will go
on. Although she claims she never uses
voice-overs, thereality is that her voicewas
probably at some point tweaked in the stu-
dio to make it sound the way it does on her
album. Rarely is a singer's voice com-
pletely their own- many studios willingly
hit the notes for them. Singers aren't mu-
sicians anymore. They are performers.
Voice overs are too common in the mu-
sic industry. Pop music is not genuine, it
lives up to an image of a "pop." A quick
burst and then it's gone- there is never any
real substance. Goodmusic is when an art-
ist expresses something that comes from
their soul and is reflection of their experi-
ences- not some lame pop song about a
broken heart or going to die club and get-
ting drunk. As a culture we love mindless
music- stuff that makes us dance, sing
along in the car and tune out to while
watching MTV. I am no exception to this.
I am a slave to our culture- as much as I
hate it I am still very much a part of it.
Apart ofme still likes Ashlee Simpson.
She puts on a good show, she's beautiful
and her songs are catchy. The thing is that
I know her image is manufactured to make
me like her. More than anything else
Simpson is an example of what the music
industry is doing wrong. They appeal to
our eyes and use cover-up for our ears. One
cannot blame Simpson for her blunder- she
is after all, only appealing to what we as a
.society want to hear.
David Sedaris a comedic genius
Molly Cevasco
Guest Writer
I do not find David Sedaris attractive. His
family portraits and stories of growing up
do not make me laugh hysterically in public
places such as the city bus. I do not think he
is a comedic god, nor do I think he shouldbe
worshipped as such. And ifyou cannot sense
the sarcasm in the preceding sentences, you
should not go anywhere near Sedaris' new-
est work, "Dress Your Family in Corduroy
and Denim." It would probably hurt your
head and your feelings in one punch of bit-
ing, sardonic commentary on everything from
holiday dinners to Christmas in Amsterdam.
Sedaris, a middle-aged writerofGreek de-
scent, grew up in various states on the East
Coast. He discusses his life in upstate New
York and his subsequent move with his fam-
ily to North Carolina, whose snow he de-
scribes as "third rate."
It is this kind of observation
and commentary that sets Sedaris
apart: he comments on things
that do not deserve any sort of
commentary and makes you
want to do a doctoral thesis on
the subject of his discussion.
He applies this method to ev-
erything about his own life and
the lives of those around him,
with most ofhis works focusing
on his family life. His descrip-
tions ofsummer camps in Greece
and the awkwardness of adoles-
cence make his a sort of"MyBig
Fat Greek Wedding" in need of
lessons on anger management.
"Dress Your Family" is
Sedaris' fifth work and was re-
leased this summer. Whilehe oc-
casionally samples from his pre-
vious books, Sedaris focuses on
giving his readers a new glimpse
into his somewhat twisted life.
His previous books focused a
great deal on his childhood, at-
tempts to become a writer, and
his attractions to various men
around him.
While often using sharp, vul-
gar language to describe his day-
to-day functions, it is his phrasing and word
choice that make Sedaris the acclaimed, ad-
mired author he is.
And even if by some strange means, you
cannot relate to any part ofhis writing, prose,
and blatant complaining, you may very well
find yourself unable to put his book down.
Sedans' coy twisting ofsimple, innocent situ-
ations may make him sound more arrogant
than Donald Trump in the boardroom, but
Sedaris needs far less hairspray. No, Sedaris
doesn'treally need much ofanything to make
his work enjoyable; he has provided every
inch of necessary humor, sarcasm, observa-
tion, and commentary.
One of the high moments in "Dress Your
Family" may be the short story "Slumus
Lordicus," the tale of Sedaris' mother's de-
cision to buy a group of apartments and the
ensuing mayhem. His description of his par-
ents' decisions on who could be tenants is
hysterical, including their decision to allow
a couple with no ability to pay the rent:
"A carpenter and his wife in search ofshel-
ter: all they lacked was an exhausted don-
key." How can you not laugh? What makes
this comparison hilarious, the reader comes
to find out, is that the couple is completely
insane. Their reach knows no bounds.
They complain about the type of pebbles
used in the driveway. They decide they don't
like a tree because it attracts birds so they
cut it down.Then the prodigal couple leaves
the stumps in the yard and complains about
how ugly it is, which leads to a western-style
showdown between Sedaris' father and one
of the tenants. John Wayne himself couldnot
evoke the intensity Sedaris paints with his
words. And Sedaris is only talking about a
tree stump!
There are a few downsides to Sedaris' new-
est book. While it does lack some of therough
edges his older works such as "Barrel Fever"
so gloriously flaunted, "Dress Your Family"
is nothing to sneeze at. There are none of the
trademark nearly-pornographic fantasies of
previous works, but I guess this is what you
get when you aim for'the mainstream. Not
that I'm complaining at all, Sedaris could
write about the phonebook and I would die
laughing. And you will, too.
-Courtesey ofLittle Brown Publishing
Umphrey's a cornucopia of sound
Jacob Edel
Sports Editor
A tremendous benefit of Seattle
University's location is the abundanceoflive
music throughout Capitol Hill. As a result,
bands from all over and ofall genres perform
here. For instance, the up-and-coming-on-
strong jamband, Umphrey's McGee, stopped
in Neumo's last Friday while on a national
tour promoting their new album, Anchor
Drops.
The new album appears to be making abig
impression and Umphrey's is having an ex-
traordinary tour. On October 22, Phil Lesh
of the Grateful Dead joined them onstage in
San Francisco while they orchestrated a jam
that led into an old Dead tune titled
"Franklin's Tower."
"We had Phil Lesh play with us in San
Francisco. We have sold out a lot of shows
and the ones that haven't sold out have been
well attended," keyboardist Joel Cummins
said.
Though the show in Seattle didn't sell out
it might next time they come around.
Umphrey's is catching a hoard of publicity
in several magazines and newspapers. It ap-
pears they gain new fans at every stop and
are absorbing the devoted followers ofother
jam bands.
Many of these new followers are overtly
impressed by Umphrey's unique style and
unconventional approach. Others are jam-
band enthusiasts looking to pick up on the
next big thing since Phish. Phish, a popular
jam-band that easily filled up the Gorge
Amphitheater during summers, recently re-
tired with a final concert in Coventry, Ver-
mont. Many people are saying Umphrey's is
going to step into their lingering limelight.
A recent write-up in Rolling Stones intro-
duced Umphrey's under the title "Hot Phish:
Umphrey's McGee."
"Umphrey's McGee have become odds-on
favorites in the next-Phish sweepstakes by
challenging jam-band cliches, combining
crisp song construction and vocal-harmony
sunlight with a high-speed, improvised dar-
ing onstage," DavidFricke wrote in the maga-
zine.
Cummins said the band is proud to be men-
tioned in the same sentence as Phish because
of theirmusical reputation and achievements.
"It is an honor. The way they made music
with such artistic control makes us strive to
do this as well. Plus, they stopped when they
were on top of their game," he said.
Umphrey's, however, does not describe
their audience as lost and saddened Phish
fans. Cummins said the band tries to appeal
to a broad audience and bring them all to-
gether with their vast range ofstyles and im-
mense repertoire of lucid sounds. They fully
demonstrated this on Friday when they ex-
tensively played out a heavy Metallica
rhythm and received much cheers from the
delighted crowd.
"Depending on the town some of our fans
are young, like 14 to 18-years-old,or in some
places they can be up 50 or 60-years-old. It
is a wide array of people. If we can make
more interested that's great, come and listen,"
Cummins said.
Umphrey's sound is hard to categorize.
There is little or no break between songs and
they incorporate sounds from various musi-
cal genres. Calling them a jamband describes
their nonstop live performances but does
nothing to describe what they sound like.
"We all had this cornucopia of musical
background and we try to bring that to the
table," he said."We are concise and efficient
in the studio and when we play live we do
lots of improv or shifting. We are all across
the map and we definitely try to mix it up,
constantly working on different varieties of
music."
Anchor Drops is Umphrey's third studio
album, however, this is the first time they
were able to put in a lot of studio time.
"This is our first time we had the opportu-
nity to take our time in the studio. This is
also the first time we went into the studio
knowing what we wanted to end up with. In
the past we hadn't had the focus that we had
on this one. We previously did an album in
two weeks but this one took us five months,"
Cummins said.
Umphrey's built their own studiobecause
they knew it would take more time to get their
sound right. Cummins said the new album is
very song oriented and described it as a bit
more on the progressive rock side of their
sound.
"We really tried to serve the songs,"
Cummins said. "We strived to put a whole,
cohesive album together." According to
Cummins the band is able to blend distinct
styles of music because each member grew






"Who are you? You're destroying me.
You're good for me. How could I know
this city was tailor-made for love? How
could I know you fit my body like a glove?
I like you. How unlikely. I like you.
How slow all of a sudden. How sweet. I
have time. Please, devour me. Deform me
to the point ofugliness," the French lover
pleads in the opening scenes.
The movie opens with two naked bod-
ies, covered inash, embracing. As the time
lapse progresses, the flesh boils and falls
away, to once again be restored. This
haunting image encompasses the impor-
tant themes of the film: thehorrors ofwar,
the all consuming love amidst destruction
of the surroundings, the shells of the lives
involvedbeing all that exists, and thehor-
ror of memory being consumed into
oblivion.
"Hiroshima MonAmour" by French di-
rector Alain Resnais was one of the first
movies to address WWII after the bomb-
ing of Hiroshima. The movie originally be-
gan as a documentary, an idea pitched about
the bomb and its impact, not a fictional love
story. This devotion to reality and the hor-
rors ofwar can easily be seen throughout the
film. Resnais was one of the filmmakers dur-
ing this period that began with neo-realism;
his work is described as "worked so that re-
ality might maintain its integrity and declare
its presence without having to blend into an
artificially constructed fiction."
Indeed, the war and its aftermath remains
a main focus of the film. The victims of the
bombing are shown in their raw state ofvul-
nerability, the city is shown in its destruc-
tion.This does not, however, remain the only
important aspect of the film.
The story is driven by two nameless lov-
ers, one Japanese and one French, involved
in a passionate love affair in Hiroshima after
the bombing. The French actress
(Emmanuelle Riva) is in Japan for a movie,
the Japanese male (Eiji Okada) works in poli-
tics in a specifically Westernized position.
Both lovers have experienced the disabling
pain of lost loves, each stolen by war. The
actress is troubled by the idea of forgetting
her past lover, or the pain that she went
through, and her failure to die of heartbreak.
Though not specifically stated, imbedded
within the fear of forgetting her past love is
the fear of society forgetting the horrors
of the war and the bomb in such a way
that each might occur again. His entire
family was in Hiroshima when it was
bombed, he was away, fighting in the war.
The genius ofthe movie is not to be seen
only in the visual images and acting. The
stark musical score, reflects the pending
drama on screen. Created by Itlaian Com-
poser Giovanni Fusco, in collaboration
with George Delerue, the compositions
have a marked contrast between scenes
with the lovers and those of images of the
city; scenes between the lovers remain
dark, while those of architecture and the
citizens is faster paced.
This film is most clearly remembered
by later filmmakers due to its introduction
of the .non-linear plot structure. Resnais
was the first director to use flashbacks to
create a plot that was not merely a straight
progression from beginning to end. This
influence is probably the most easily un-
derstoodand seen in later movies. Movies
such as "Out of Sight" or any of David
Lynch's dark films would have been noth-
ing without the non-linear format. Iffor noth-
ing else, watch this movie as an appreciation
for this groundbreaking structure that has,
undoubtedly, influenced one ofyour current
favorite movies.
If this movie sounds dark, it is, but don't
let this deter you from enjoying this ex-
tremely important film. It is a deeply mov-
ing story that is done with remarkable art-
istry. The fact that it was recently restored to
DVD by the Criterion Collection, a series
devoted to "restoring important classic and
contemporary films," only further argues the
necessity of a viewing. If you're not in the
mood for renting it, check it out from the
Seattle Public Library for free.
-Courtesey of Criterion Collections









Coldplay- "In My Place"
Smashing Pumpkins- "Perfect"
Toad the Wet Sprocket- "Nightingale
Song"
Eve 6- "Wait For The Night"
Jars ofClay-"Flood"
Thursday- "Understanding in a Car Crash"




Jennifer Knapp- "Light of the World"
Bob Dylan- "Gotta Serve Somebody"
Nickel Creek- "When You Come Back
Down"
Norah Jones- "Humble Me"
Jewel- "I'm Sensitive"
Elvis Crespo- "Suavemente"
IndiaArie- "Strength, Courage, and Wis-
dom"
Bob Dylan- "I Shall Be Released"
Tim McGraw- "Just To See You Smile"
Alan Jackson- "Where I Come From"
Juanes- "A Dios Le Pido"
Sara Evans- "Born to Fly"
Buena Vista Social Club- "El Cuarto de
Tula"
Juanes- "Un Dia Normal"
El Mariachi Vargas- "El Ultimo Adios"
AlisonKrauss & Union Station- "New Fa-
vorite"
Bob Marley- "Don't Rock the Boat"
IndiaArie- "God Is Real"
Seattle art walk tonight
Thefirst Thursday of every month from 6-8 p.m. is the
Gallery Art Walk focused in Pioneer Square. Admis-
sion is free, with many galleries offering complimen-
tary food and drink. Over thirty-five galleries in the
area participate, including the Seattle Art Museum
and the Asian Art Museum, which are. both free all
day. Now at the SAM is the Spain in the Age of Ex-
ploration exhibit, focusing on artifacts from the Span-
ish empire, and an exhibit ofRenaissance Art featur-
ing Neri di Bicci and devotional painting in Italy. At
the Asian Art museum is "Beyond the paper crane,"







For many, music is as much an integral
part ofbeing a college student as classes or
studying. And now that DC++ has been
shutdown some people might not know
where to go find new music. And you
wouldn't want justany new music, it has to
be the best and the hippest new music. So
the Spectator, Seattle University's premier
student newspaper, has sought the best and
the hippest independent record stores to
serve as your musical guide to the Emerald
City.
Sonic Boom Records:
What it is: In their August 12, 2003 is-
sue, Rolling Stone magazine named this
local chain as one of the top indie music
stores in the nation. Sonic Boom is a small
store that still manages to have a great se-
ection. Because of the small size you won't
have to spend a lot of time sorting through
titles to find what you want, though ifyou
are looking for extremely obscure releases
you'reprobably not going to find themhere.
The biggest perk of Sonic Boom Records
is the listening stations. The store keeps
most major hip releases available for lis-
tening and allows you to discover new
bands without the threat of a major label
coming to arrest you.
Where it's at:
Capitol Hill: 514 15th Ave E.
Fremont: 3414 Fremont Ave. N
Ballard: 2209 NW Market St.
Easy Street Records:
Whatit is: An impressive independent re-
tailer that exudes hip-ness at you the mo-
ment you walk in. Particle board displays
make a maze complete with overhanging
direction signs for kids to wander through
in search of rare imports or singles. The
sampling stations were broken at my most
recent visit, though the store as a whole is
worth the trip.
Where it s at: It's a bit ofa walk down to
thisBelltown/lower QueenAnne store at 20
Mercer Street, so you might want to take a
bus, bike, car, or monorail.
Everyday Music
What it is: The Capitol Hill branchof the
Portland based chainrecently expanded to
two stories. The highlights ofEveryday Mu-
sic are the store hours, open from 9 a.m. to
midnight everyday, and the used music col-
lection, which is sorted into bins according
to length of time since the disc arrived. The
store is huge, so be prepared to spend hours
looking for what you want as you sort
through bin after bin of records.
Where it's at: Right down the street at 112
Broadway Ave. E., making this store the








Special Coffee house for
Parents Weekend! Come
see student performers
sing and play covers of
songs and their own
material. Friday Nov sth
9:30-11:30 p.m. in the
Hawks Nest Bistro.
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WEEKLY UPDATE
All questions, comments or concerns can be made at Ext. 6050 or catallar@seattleu.edu!
Speak up. Be heard. Be the
fluociated Student/ of Seattle Univer/ity.
Feel uncomfortable sitting through "Getting to know you...




. . pr;, nGet to know your ASSU Reps and
, .
take care of business and concernsWe want to know how you feel and at our week[y
accomodate your classroom K ep Assemblies!
experience!
Meetings are held every
Fill out the Wednesday evening
ASSU Classroom Seating Survey fit from 6:30-8:30 p.m.
tell us what you're thinking! in the Student Center
Room 130 A/B.
The Seattle University Marksmanship Club
The Marhsmanshw Club is an intramuralsports activity cfiarteredas a collegiate shooting
clyh by tfe ifationalHifle (Association ancf(ASSU.
Join us throughout theyear - transportation is providedandCeavespromptlyfrom tfefrontof
'Beilarmine 'Halfat 2:35p.m. Hfl firearms, ammunition, safety equipment, andinstruction areprovided.
SchecCuCefor the remainder ofTailQuarter:
Trid'ay, idovemher 5 - (Rifle &" (Pistol, Oj>en-day at the (Range - (Renton
'Friday, ifovetnher 19 - (Rifle & (Pistol, Members fr Quests onfy - Henton
Tor furtfier Information contact:
(Davicf(jiffs (aiffscfi@seattfeu.ecfu) &f %en TAott (viottlz@seattfeu.ecfu) - Co-jpresicfents
(Dr. Tacfie (206-296-5422) - Tacufty Moderator
(Mark Cjaffo (aaffom@seattfeu.ecfu) - Co-moderator
( FAII CRI JI.SF
Fridai), Movember 12
Elliot Baij @ 8:30 p.m.
Tickets: $15 - Individual
$12 - Groups of 5 op more
Contact: InternationaI Stud ent Center
206-296-6260 or isc@seattleu.edu I
r The Stay Well Series:
Stay Well -








Ulant to see your
aduertisement here?
Any announcements to share?
I Contact Rowena Catalla - I
I catallar@seattleu.edu I
or in the fISSU office!
L J
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Nov. 4, 2004 15Marketplace
Classifieds
100. For Sale 400. Services
200. Help Wanted 500. For Rent
300. Volunteers 600. Misc.
200 Leschi Ridge -
Avon CityView Apts
FT or PT positions available: Novv leasin g oct - Occupancy.
Sales, Beauty, Advisors, Leader- Brand new Buildin g at 29th and
ship. Contact Independent Sales Jackson" Direct Bus Routes t0 S 'U-
Representative Jacqueline Passey Views. Studio, 18, 28, and
at 206-783-0439 or Washer/Dryer in every unit. Bike
Avon@jacquelinePassey.com to Room ' Storage' and Secured




Rooms FOr Rent To advertise in The Spectator,
#325 + up. Specials. Wireless please contact Viet Tran at (206)
Internet available. (206) 633- 296-6474 for Pricing and Infor-




A bookstore and so much more!
SU Students save 15% everyday on
regularly priced books with your
Student Advantage Card!
1305 Madison Street
(between Summit & Boylston)
206 682 4334




AT GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY
Master's degrees and certificate programs in ...
w Counseling, Marriage and Family Therapy,
School Counseling, School Psychology,
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[ Whtettenßlackcomli| «€> £§9WCC
11 add-on option* for just IWHISTLCR backcomb " ;SBjw s I' >>. «■ ■»
VSt79 J ™ b, jp
Ski OP ride Stevens Pass
or Schweitzer Mountain
Resort anytime fop Just
DON'T PROCRASTINATE! $97%
It adds up to opder howl M" v
Photooadt OtuJriicon










serve as a business
manager.
Please drop off your resume
and cover letter at our office
next to the Cave in Campion
Hall. If you have any


























Tara Rice, Philsophy and
Political Science
"Derek Jeter, he's a great
captain for the people."
Nick Shekeryk,
Sophomore, Biology
"Bill Nye the Science Guy."
Rubi Zamora,
Sophomore, History and
French
Katie Ledbetter,
Sophomore, Psychology
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